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A period of polycrisis

Natural disasters 
and climate change 

Russia / Ukraine war

Geopolitical tensions 
between the west and China

Supply chain constraintsInflation and 
interest rate hikes

Covid-19 pandemic

Bank collapse

Israel / Palestine 
conflict

Stock market volatility

China property decline

“Successful investing is about managing risk, not avoiding it” – Ben Graham
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Structural growth opportunities

1) Digital Commerce 2) Beauty
3) Limited-Service 

Restaurants
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Digital Commerce
Back to trend

Source: Federal Reserve Economic Data
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Amazon

ca.$575 billion revenue1

ca.240 million Prime members

ca.45%  take rate2

ca.40% market share N.A. e-commerce

~$200 billion infrastructure investment

Approx. 65% of sales independent sellers

#1 U.S. e-commerce retailer

1. As of 31 December 2023; 2. MAM estimate, includes advertising
Source: Amazon, Magellan estimates

>$33 billion advertising revenue
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AI enabled digital commerce

Source: Amazon

Rufus Shopping Assist Merchant Marketing
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Improving adoption rates
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Gaining share

Source: Amazon, Euromonitor
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Structural growth opportunities

1) Digital Commerce 2) Beauty
3) Limited-Service 

Restaurants
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Beauty and Personal Care

Source: Euromonitor
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L'Oréal

€41bn revenue in 2023

Accelerated share gains in premium

>14% market share

>1.5bn customer data points

28% e-commerce penetration

#1 global beauty player

Source: L'Oréal, Euromonitor

Nearly 9% 5yr CAGR revenue growth
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Economies of scale

€13bn A&P spend (>60% digital) €1.3bn research & development spend

Source: L'Oréal
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Validation drives adoption

Source: L'Oréal

#TikTokMadeMeBuyItDermatologists & Hair Stylists
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Innovation drives ongoing engagement

Source: L'Oréal

La Roche Posay Sun AwarenessLancôme Foundation Match
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Gaining share

Source: L'Oréal, Euromonitor
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Structural growth opportunities

1) Digital Commerce 2) Beauty
3) Limited-Service 

Restaurants
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Limited-service restaurants
A fragmented market with large chains taking share

Source: Euromonitor

12% share

6% share

1% share

Collectively ~+2.5% share in last 5 years

$850bn

$985bn

2018 2023

Global Limited Service Restaurants Market (USD)

Chained Independent

+3% CAGR

+5% CAGR
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Chipotle Mexican Grill

Strong brand with loyal customers

Restaurant margins approx. 26%

Best in class returns

Net cash balance sheet

US$3m revenue / store (4yr CAGR: 8.5%)

RP472

Source: Company data, Magellan estimates
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Competitive differentiators

Source: Chipotle Mexican Grill

RP434

Labour managementIngredients & sourcing Innovation
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Years of new store growth

DOUBLING ITS NORTH AMERICA STORE BASE

Source: Company data, Magellan estimates

~3,400

~7,000

2021 Actual Long Term Target

US restaurants International restaurants

2023 Actual
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Structural growth opportunities

• Taking share from traditional retail

• Amazon an advantaged player

• AI enabling further adoption

• Premium beauty offers attractive 
growth

• L'Oréal accelerating share gains

• Beauty tech and viral marketing 
accelerates growth

• Chained fast casual restaurants 
taking share in out of home food

• Chipotle advantaged by scale and 
product differentiation 

• Long runway for growth from new 
stores and productivity initiatives

1) Digital Commerce 2) Beauty
3) Limited-Service 

Restaurants

RP472
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RETAIL & INSTO – REVIEWED QUARTERLY BY PM’S

Winning companies with outsized opportunity

ADAPTING GLOBAL INFRASTRUCTURE

DIGITALISATION  AND AI ADOPTION

As at 31 March 2024. Based on the Magellan Global Equities Strategy, Magellan defined themes.

QUALITY, RESILIENT COMPOUNDERS WITH PRICING POWER

WORK ADVERTISING SHOPPING ENTERTAINMENT SPENDING INVESTING

RP465
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Important Information
This material has been delivered to you by Magellan Asset Management Limited ABN 31 120 593 946 AFS Licence No. 304 301 (‘Magellan’) and has been prepared for general information purposes only 
and must not be construed as investment advice or as an investment recommendation. This material does not take into account your investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. This 
material does not constitute an offer or inducement to engage in an investment activity nor does it form part of any offer documentation, offer or invitation to purchase, sell or subscribe for interests in 
any type of investment product or service. You should obtain and consider the relevant Product Disclosure Statement (‘PDS’) and Target Market Determination (‘TMD’) and consider obtaining 
professional investment advice tailored to your specific circumstances before making a decision about whether to acquire, or continue to hold, the relevant financial product. A copy of the relevant PDS 
and TMD relating to a Magellan financial product may be obtained by calling +61 2 9235 4888 or by visiting www.magellangroup.com.au. 

Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results and no person guarantees the future performance of any financial product or service, the amount or timing of any return from it, that 
asset allocations will be met, that it will be able to implement its investment strategy or that its investment objectives will be achieved. This material may contain ‘forward-looking statements’. Actual 
events or results or the actual performance of a Magellan financial product or service may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. 

This material may include data, research and other information from third party sources. Magellan makes no guarantee that such information is accurate, complete or timely and does not provide any 
warranties regarding results obtained from its use. This information is subject to change at any time and no person has any responsibility to update any of the information provided in this material. 
Statements contained in this material that are not historical facts are based on current expectations, estimates, projections, opinions and beliefs of Magellan. Such statements involve known and 
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, and undue reliance should not be placed thereon. No representation or warranty is made with respect to the accuracy or completeness of any of the 
information contained in this material. Magellan will not be responsible or liable for any losses arising from your use or reliance upon any part of the information contained in this material. 

Any third party trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners and Magellan claims no ownership in, nor any affiliation with, such trademarks. Any third party trademarks that 
appear in this material are used for information purposes and only to identify the company names or brands of their respective owners. No affiliation, sponsorship or endorsement should be inferred 
from the use of these trademarks. This material and the information contained within it may not be reproduced, or disclosed, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Magellan.

All MSCI data used is the property of MSCI. No use or distribution without written consent. Data provided “as is” without any warranties. MSCI and its affiliates assume no liability for or in connection 
with the data. Please see complete disclaimer in www.magellangroup.com.au/funds/benchmark-information/
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